BI360, The Self-Service
Business Intelligence Suite
BI360 provides a complete Excel and webbased
suite, comprised of Reporting and Budgeting,
Dashboards and a preconfigured Data
Warehouse.
Solver's BI360 Suite is the most complete
Business Intelligence (BI) solution of its kind, and it
is available for both onpremise and cloudbased
deployment.
BI360 comes with outofthebox live integrations
to many ERP products including Microsoft
Dynamics (all), SAP B1, Sage, and others. It also
has a prebuilt reporting engine so it doesn't matter
what system your running.
BI360 was built for quick, low risk implementations;
in fact, it takes only a fraction of the time to
implement compared to typical BI suites. It uses
Microsoft Excel as a frontend rather than forcing
users to learn a proprietary interface.
BI360 has much of the same functionality as much
larger and more complex tools but has been
developed to cater to the many mediumsized
businesses where the platform needs to be
managed by business users rather than a
dedicated IT team.
BI360 delivers value not just in terms of
functionality, ease of use and rapid implementation
but also in terms of significantly reduced costs and
low longterm total cost of ownership.
Olympic Software is proud to partner with
Solver and have won the Partner of the Year
Award in 2013, 2014 and 2015.

"BI360 has helped us improve both
our reporting and budgeting
processes. It is time saving and
enables us to generate faster,
accurate and complex reports with a
simple click. It is easy to use for
designing reports and helps maintain
a consistent report format throughout
the organisation. "
Joy Anore, EMA

"BI360 helps us to speed up
month end reporting.
Surprised how easy it was
to deploy, collate and
consolidate annual budgets."
Eric Chang, VINZ
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BI360 consists of four modules:

1. Complete BI – reporting,
budgeting, dashboards, data
warehouse
2. One tool, any data, across
your enterprise
3. Drag & Drop design, easy to
adopt
4. Full ERP reporting from GL
through all subledgers
5. Move from many Excel files

Reporting:
Reporting your way 
Excel, Web, Mobile
Enterprise wide reporting 
live off the ERP or BI360
Data Warehouse
Advanced consolidation
capabilities
Adhoc reporting and
analysis
Drill to transaction detail
Drag and Drop report design

Dashboards:
Enterprise wide analytics 
live off the ERP or BI360
Data Warehouse
Webbased for anywhere,
anytime access
Fully customisable
dashboard layouts
Interactive charts, reports
and more
Drag & Drop dashboard
design

Budgeting:
Budgeting your way 
Excel, Web, Mobile
Streamlined data entry
Budget data immediately
available for reporting
Approval workflow for
management
Prebuilt as well as user
defined input templates
Copy history and make
changes in a single click

Data Warehouse:
Preconfigured Data
Warehouse that can be set up
in days, not months
Integrate to virtually any data
source including cloud
User friendly 'Officelike'
interface built for business
users
Advanced business rules such
as Currency, Elimination,
Allocations, KPIs, etc.

At Olympic Software, we have cocreated IT solutions that align with our clients
strategic objectives for more than 30 years. Contact us today to see how we can
help get your business digital and connected with BI360.

P: 0800 4 OLYMPIC (within NZ) +64 9 357 0022 (outside NZ)
W: www.olympic.co.nz/bi360
E: info@olympic.co.nz

to single templates shared by
all.
6. Designed to be a selfhelp
solution.
7. Low total cost of ownership
8. Next generation data
warehouse, a central repository
for multiple data sources
9. Easy to use tool – Excel,
Web, Mobile
10. Proven solution – Gartner
Group Magic Quadrant 2014
and 2015.

